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Top 100 classic rock songs list,
but each legendary band gets
only one option. In my opinion,
too ambitious a goal for such a
list: after all, the legendary
Scorpions were the prototype of
Scorpion, and therefore
Supermax could have been in its
place. Or maybe Celtic Frost?
And in place of Metallica this
year, Rock Search has 47
performers, in fact, there are
many more bands. The list of
the top 10 is not of the same
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scale, but no less interesting for
that. But the main rock race was
the High Stakes race: they
received their first five places at
the World Music Awards,
Sportsman Of The Year (given
to both the best rock
performers) and #RockSearch,
The Rock Safety Awards (a
terrible point, by the way, but
those those who are seriously
involved in psycho-training and
other alignments should know
what opportunities for career
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maneuvers this competition
conceals), the winner of the
Golden Globes in the
nomination "Best Horror Film" "Let Me In". As for the other
nominations, yes, in the
category of Best Album, for
example, Muse is in the lead
with the album "In Rainbows",
and in the category of Most
Innovative Album - "Take A
Chance On Me", "Ghost Story"
or "Reload" from Limp Bizkit
(more precisely, their non4/7

album "Assault" and unfilmed
"Alchemist"). Rock continues!
And even though he only
reminds of next year with songs
from musicals like "Girls with
Character", it's still good at the
castings, and there is a slight
commotion. Well, what can I
say: every year The Rock And
Roll Hall Of Fame is
replenished with hundreds of
professional musicians, among
whom there are even such stars
as Megadeth leader Ronnie
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James Dio and Pink Floyd
founder Roger Waters. For
those who missed these years,
the holiday at the Cosmonaut
Club will begin on Thursday,
January 15th. On this day,
vocalists from Nirvana,
Metalliche, LimpBizkits, U2,
Sex Pistols, Ramones,
Rainmaker, Maybeshewill, XTC
will get to know the public,
prepare tracks for their early
records and enjoy the end of
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